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With this one-sentence journal, couples can create a three-year time capsule of their relationship in

the easiest way possible. Our Q&A a Day provides a question for every day of the year, with enough

space for two people to jot down a one- or two-sentence response. The journal offers a variety of

questions; some may address the relationship ("Where would you like to travel with your partner?");

others suggest writing something about each other ("What does your partner's laugh sound like?");

many are simply questions that each person answers individually ("What is your top priority

today?"). Over a three-year period, both writers can see how their answers compare, contrast, and

change as they create a lasting keepsake of their relationship.
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EXPECTATIONS: ModerateI bought this as a last minute gift for my boyfriend for Valentine's Day. I

am an artist and a writer who enjoys documentation of all forms, and I thought that this would be a

fun little exercise to do every once in awhile.REALITY: Blown awayOnly two weeks in, this journal

has become much more than "a fun little exercise." It is something that I look forward to doing every

morning when I wake up. It has become a part of my daily routine, and I can't wait to answer the

questions day after day. My boyfriend most definitely feels the same way.Not only is it fun, this



journal has been the beginning of a lot of great conversations in our relationship. Even the silliest

questions, (ie "What's the softest thing you are wearing today?") are a cause for self reflection and

discussion, since I get to wear my PJs (I work from home), and my boyfriend's softest thing are his

socks (poor sucker goes into a corporate office day after day). More serious questions have led to

conversations about race (we are an interracial couple), culture, body image, etc.I am truly looking

forward to seeing how our answers change over the years, and I can't wait to see all of the

questions that are in store for us for the upcoming year!OTHER OBSERVATIONS:Bookmark: It has

been mentioned in another review, but I really wish there was a bookmark in the journal, since it is

large. I taped a piece of yarn to the spine, and we are using that as a bookmark. It works just fine,

but aesthetically, an actual bookmark would have been helpful.Size: It is a small (7x5.5 inches),

thick (1 inch) book, which keeps the answers short and concise. This is important, because I don't

feel pressure to cultivate a long, articulate answer when I pick up the journal. Because of the

thickness, the book doesn't sit open very well, but it as a soft, flexible spine, which is nice.Design:

As an artist, design is important for me, and this book sits out on our coffee table all the time. I love

how it looks, and I love the simple but elegant layout of the pages.SAMPLE QUESTIONS:For

anyone who wants more sample questions in determining if this journal is right for you, here are

some I found while randomly flipping through the journal:"If you could give your partner a

superpower, what would it be?""What's the most spontaneous thing you did this week?""How have

you grown this year?""I've had quite enough of ________.""What's one piece of encouragement

your partner could use today?"FINAL THOUGHTS:This is a wonderful journal, a great addition to

our daily routine, and a painless way to always be engaging in our relationship, finding out new

things about each other, and getting an interesting perspective into each other's lives. I would

recommend it to everyone. I seriously cannot think of any relationship that would not benefit from it.

I use this journal instead of a card when I attend weddings...$100 stuffed in the cover and cute

ribbon and I'm set!

Bought this once before, but my boyfriend and I lost it during our move so we had to buy another

one. We didn't get too far in it unfortunately, but did enjoy writing in it every day. It gave us a

moment each day to sit down together and if there were things we needed to discuss we were able

to do so then. Some questions are serious questions that deserve a thoughtful response while

others are simple questions that are easy to answer. Some aren't even about your relationship at all

but questions about your day. I like that there are a variety of questions because it always gives you



and your partner something new to talk about. I also love the fact that it's over a three year span so

you can see how your answers change throughout time.

I have purchased four of these now. My husband and I have used one since our wedding day and

it's really fun to read each other's entries. I keep on top of it more than he does and we don't do it

every day but when we get the chance will fill out a whole bunch of days. We even have one now for

the kids that we fill out with them during dinner time. It's my new favorite wedding gift and I usually

just slip a card and check in with it.

I thought this was so great. Very cute topics, visually appealing, good quality - very good

relationship activity... Can I give my husband one star though? He really made me mad because he

fussed about "having to fill it out every day"...

My husband and I now answer a question every night before bed. It's fun on a usual night, but been

a way to stay connected as I'm traveling a lot for work. The questions are a good mix of easy/silly

and thought provoking. We're looking forward to going through a whole year so we can start seeing

how we change as well!

I am overseas for the summer and this is something so easy and fun to send back and forth

between my boyfriend and I. Some questions are just silly, some are opinions, some provoke some

deep thought, etc. We each just keep it for a week or two, filling it out every day and then send it in

the mail back! Love it.

Enjoy doing these daily questions with my wife. Short and sweet which is perfect for us because we

don't have a lot of time to spare but still nice to spend some time together. Not exactly a deep,

probing book, but it's good for what we want. Do I think it's a must-have? No.
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